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Never take your eyes off the waterâ€¦Dr. Francis Avery drowns his memories in whiskey. Years after

the Empire of Octung killed his family, his only drives are alcohol and fighting back. While aboard a

military whaling ship far out on the eerie Atomic Sea, a series of murders forces him to track down

the killer. As if this werenâ€™t enough, a mysterious woman named Layanna is pulled from the

toxic, lightning-wreathed depths of the water. Though itâ€™s impossible, sheâ€™s alive and she has

a secret: sheâ€™s the only one who can stop Octung. And sheâ€™ll need Averyâ€™s help to

accomplish her mission. If they fail, the entire world will fall under Octungâ€™s bloodthirsty,

murderous shadow. The Atomic Sea: Volume Seven is the seventh installment in a series of epic

steampunk and fantasy adventure novels. If you like action-packed storytelling, Lovecraftian

horrors, and unique twists and turns you wonâ€™t see coming, then youâ€™ll love Jack

Connerâ€™s incredible mix of fantasy, adventure, mystery, espionage, and war. Buy The Atomic

Sea: Volume Seven to dip your toes in the unique, endlessly entertaining tale today!
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I too was a part of the group of advance-copy reviewers of Part 7. Jack writes is a fast-paced style,



yet gives your imagination a fully-painted canvas of themes, characters and locales to explore.A

quick observation. I was going to criticize a recurring plot device/character flaw in the main

protagonist (Dr. Avery) that can be massively frustrating to both the reader and the other characters

in the book - a constant inability to "let go" of the love you have for a woman who is now your mortal

enemy. That love puts you and those you care about in never-ending danger, and the woman in

question would destroy you and those you around you in a heartbeat if it served her "greater

purpose".Just as I was about to think "he's gonna screw up and get us killed" for the nth time, I

realized that I'd actually achieved the author's goal as a writer - I've bought into the characters both

intellectually and emotionally... Well done Jack Conner!

I read a pre-release version of this book, and I have one thing to said: buy it and read it! Okay, that's

two things but who's counting?Joking aside, I loved this book. Jack Conner writes in a style which

keeps you wanting more. Without giving anything away, the ending is a "Perils of Pauline" style cliff

hanger!!!! Come on, Jack, give us volume 8. And soon!One thing I have really enjoyed in the

"Atomic Sea" series is breadth and depth of the world imagined [in the books]. I'm a great fan of the

Stephen King "Dark Tower" series, and I loved the idea of a world that has "moved on." You'll know

what I mean if you've read those books. I get the same sense of awe with Jack's books, and this is

not something I normally get [with any series].So...great job, keep up the good work, and...Volume

8? Bring it on!!!!!

As we left part six Avery, Layanna, Hildra and Janx were on their way to Ezzez in search of the one

person who holds the rights to the nectar of the rare "Ghost Flower". We join them just as they've

reached their destination after several days of flying and are met by their contact who is going to

take them to meet with General Vursk of the resistance. Just as their leaving the tarmac to get their

bags Avery sees something that chills him to the bone (no spoiler here, you'll have to read the

book). As their contact takes them through the streets they see all kinds of strange animals and

foliage, all affected by The Atomic Jungle. After meeting up with the general in the resistance

headquarters they ask him to assist in finding Losg Coleel, the person who holds the rights to the

"Ghost Flower" nectar. And this is where I'll let you, the reader take over to find out what happens to

the four friends as they journey into and through the 'Atomic Jungle' in search of the nectar of the

"Ghost Flower". As with all the other 'Atomic Sea' book in the series Jack Conner has managed to

keep the reader interested throughout the entire book, making you want more but instead having to

wait for the next volume.



Well it started a little slow going over the previous books but it got more intense as it went on. One

of the other reviews started out with "Cliff Hanger" and I couldn't agree more. I read on a kindle and

I look at the percentage yet to go and when the last page came up I was setting there saying No, No

you can't leave it hanging like this!Jack you have to get the next one written really soon.

New mutations, betrayals and plenty of action. I really like this series and this book keeps up the

quality.Of course one of the main characters is turning out to be a real lowlife. Not saying, don't

want to ruin it even though if you've read the other six you can guess.

Hello, this story is great. I have an idea of what's going to happen, but I'm not sure. So, I'll just have

to keep on trucking. Damn fine stuff. Thanks.

As with the earlier books of the series, another great story. Interesting new twists laid uncovered on

the nature of a strange world...

Pretty crazy world that Jack Conner has dreamed up. Good read , good characters. Enjoy
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